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QUALITY
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DUCTS
LYNDDAHL TELECOM a/s
always ahead in Quality,
Service, and Technology

CUSTOMER CASES
Tiefbau Jorgensen & Schmidt
LYNDDAHL Telecom had the pleasure of delivering a complete FTTH
(fiber to the home) solution to
Tiefbau Jorgensen & Schmidt who
is working on an exciting project in
Preußisch Oldendorf, Germany.
Peter Jørgensen, co-owner of Tiefbau Jorgensen & Schmidt has
expressed his happiness about the
quality of the ducts. The low frictions made the installation much
easier and helped bring down the
overall cost of installation.
The delivery was made on site with
cranes which makes the handling
of the big drums less of a worry
for both supplier and customer. At
LYNDDAHL Telecom we take location and environment into consideration to make sure of a smooth
delivery.

Fiber Backbone
Recently, Fiber Backbone was
happy to receive another truck with
sheet multi-pipes from LYNDDAHL
Telecom to connect customer to
Fiber Backbone´s optical net in
West-Jutland, Denmark.
Fiber backbone is very satisfied
with the services provided by
LYNDDAHL Telecom. Especially,
our short reaction time from talking about product development to
shipment was highly valued.
According to Fiber Backbone, the
multi ducts form LYNDDAHL Telecom are much easier to use when
building backbone.

“

The longer installations
lengths reduce the total
cost of ownership and is a
game changer for us,
says Ole Bjerre Nielsen,
Business Manager at Fiber
Backbone

”

PRODUCT LIST

WHO WE ARE
LYNDDAHL TELECOM is a newly established Danish company with 30 years of experience in the fibreoptic industry and pipe industry. We develop, produces and delivers complete pipe solutions for fibreoptic installations to the entire industry.
We deliver complete pipe systems to the international telecom industry.

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
We are aware that not two fibreoptic solutions are the same which is why, we value
the dialogue with you. Early dialogue and continuous sparring with you as a customer will give us the right understanding of your installation and ideas on how to
solve it.
Along with our competent production department equipped with the newest technology to specifically produce micro pipe solutions, we can create product solutions that match your wishes and requirements.
You will find LYNDDAHL TELECOM to be an efficient partner with a great deal of
experience in the industry offering total solutions that are tailored to your requirements and live up to the standards on the market.
With us as supplier of your pipe solutions, you only need to look in one place.
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